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In light of the recent X-ray structure determination of the SarR-
maltose binding fusion protein by Zhang et al.1, we re-examined
our crystal structure determinations of the Staphylococcus aureus
transcription regulator, SarA, which were reported in the 11 January
2001 issue of Nature. Although suggested homologues (27% iden-
tity), the SarA and SarR structures are signi®cantly dissimilar. We
now believe that our structures of the apo and DNA-bound forms of
SarA may harbour some anomalies.

We are performing a comprehensive examination of the structure
and function relationships of a global virulence gene regulator in
S. aureus, SarA. The full-length, recombinant protein was expressed
in E. coli and puri®ed to apparent homogeneity. This protein,
whether generated in the laboratory of B.K.H. or that of R.G.B.,
behaved as expected. It bound with high af®nity to cis regulatory
sequences upstream of virulence genes previously reported to be
controlled by SarA. These data were reported in refs 2 and 3.

To investigate why the SarA and SarR structures are different, we
®rst reassessed our structure-determination processes. The SIR and
MAD (as well as averaged)-derived phases that were used to
calculate our SarA±DNA complex structure resulted in electron
density maps that showed consistent secondary structure features
different from those of SarR. In addition, MAD data for one of the
`apo' SarA crystals revealed similar features to the DNA-bound
form of SarA. These results suggested to us that we were working
with a highly ¯exible molecule that could undergo remarkable
structural changes. One point is the non-standard, although we
feel correct, manner by which we calculated the value of Rfree, that is,
both structures were not re®ned with CNS and therefore we may
have erred in the use of this quality-control standard. It remains a
possibility that our intensity data were simply not of high enough
quality to discern the structure of Zhang et al.1. Although attempted
multiple times, however, molecular replacement experiments to
solve the apo SarA and the SarA±DNA protein structures, using our
intensity data and SarR as the search model, have failed. Moreover,
our heavy-atom sites are inconsistent with their SarR location. We
are left with the possibility that in the absence of a carrier protein,
such as MBP, or cognate DNA of suf®cient length, we have crystal-
lized a protein with some anomalously folded regions, which in our
structures display a great deal of conformational ¯exibility. In
support of this are the facts that there is a remarkable change in
space group (from P212121 to P21212) and c cell edge (from 141 AÊ to
27 AÊ ) upon freezing; all cryocooled crystals were non-isomorphous;
our protein becomes inactive over time and degrades; our SarA±
DNA complex reveals only nonspeci®c contacts; and there is
an unprecedented change in protein conformation upon ligand
binding.

To test the validity of our structures and to assess the importance
of residues shown in the structures as important for function, we
generated mutants of SarA that should result in aberrant activity.
Using both an in vivo assay for virulence gene regulation and an
in vitro DNA-binding assay for SarA function, most of the mutants
have signi®cantly altered activity (K. Sterba, M. S. Smeltzer and

B.K.H., unpublished results). At this point, we do not know the
signi®cance and origin of the differences between the reported
structures of SarA and SarR. M
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Figure 2 inadvertently contained plotting errors for oils from the
Tampen Spur and Viking Graben data sets and the plotting of
pristane/(n-heptadecane + pristane) for the Barents Sea data set
rather than pristane/n-heptadecane as described. The corrected
®gure is shown below with all the offshore data now correctly
plotted as depth from sediment surface. The shallowest Barents Sea
sample plots with pristane/n-heptadecane slightly greater than 1,
but alkane, isotope and light hydrocarbon distributions suggest that
this oil is not biodegraded. Reservoirs in the Barents Sea cooler than
80 8C at present are found at depths shallower than 2,000 m. Our
conclusions remain unchanged. M
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computed as a function of the fragment length and position, and of the length and
position distributions of fragments in the prey library (these distributions are calibrated
using data from random sequencing).

The local score is the probability for a given SID to be obtained under the equal chance
hypothesis, that is, as a result of random noise. It is deduced by combining probabilities p
(using a binomial law) from each of the independent fragment de®ning it. A (global) PBS
is computed for each protein interaction after pooling results from all screens. On the basis
of an independence hypothesis, scores from different screens are combined together when
the same protein domain pair is involved. The resulting PBS thus represents the
probability that the protein±protein interaction is due to noise. Scores are real numbers
ranging from 0 to 1, but are grouped in four categories (A, B, C and D) for practical
purposes. Finally, the global connectivity of the interaction map is analysed to tag
separately (category E) SIDs found as prey with frequency greater than a ®xed threshold:
the PBS of each protein±protein interaction involving highly connected SIDs is set to 1.
Both the intercategory thresholds and the high-connectivity threshold were de®ned
manually, taking into account the nature of the studied organism, the relevant library and
the current coverage of the proteome (A , 1e-10 , B , 1e-5 , C , 1e-2.5 , D; the E
category corresponds to prey SIDs selected with more than 4 baits and was arbitrarily
attributed a PBS value of 1).

Bioinformatics

Several algorithms and software were implemented in the production database to facilitate
experimental steps, such as a `bait program' that designed automatically oligonucleotides
for PCR ampli®cation and sequencing of bait constructs, a `prey program' that determined
the position of each fragment in the genome and its coding capacity (such as intergene,
antisense, nucleotide position in an ORF, coding frame). The interactions were then
analysed through a web-based software platform, the PIMRider developed at Hybrigenics
and accessible through the web interface (http://pim.hybrigenics.com). Academic users
will be granted a free licence. Other users will have to purchase a commercial licence. The
H. pylori PIMRider platform is linked to the PyloriGene database.
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Staphylococcus aureus is a major human pathogen, the potency of
which can be attributed to the regulated expression of an
impressive array of virulence determinants. A key pleiotropic
transcriptional regulator of these virulence factors is SarA, which
is encoded by the sar (staphylococcal accessory regulator) locus1±3.
SarA was characterized initially as an activator of a second
virulence regulatory locus, agr, through its interaction with a
series of heptad repeats (AGTTAAG) within the agr promoter4.
Subsequent DNA-binding studies have revealed that SarA binds
readily to multiple AT-rich sequences of variable lengths4±11. Here
we describe the crystal structure of SarA and a SarA±DNA
complex at resolutions of 2.50 AÊ and 2.95 AÊ , respectively. SarA
has a fold consisting of a four-helix core region and `inducible
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Figure 1 The SarA dimer and SarA±DNA complex. a, Views of SarA looking directly into

the DNA-binding pocket or from the `back' side. The secondary structures, b-hairpin and

C-terminal loop of one monomer are labelled. Each monomer is red or green. b, The

SarA±DNA complex in the identical orientation of the corresponding apo SarA directly

above. The DNA duplex is shown as CPK atoms, with carbon, nitrogen, oxygen and

phosphates coloured white, blue, red and yellow, respectively. The a4B gripper helix of

one monomer is also labelled. The narrow and deep minor groove and major groove are

seen on the left and right respectively.
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regions' comprising a b-hairpin and a carboxy-terminal loop. On
binding DNA, the inducible regions undergo marked conforma-
tional changes, becoming part of extended and distorted a-
helices, which encase the DNA. SarA recognizes an AT-rich site
in which the DNA is highly overwound and adopts a D-DNA-like
conformation by indirect readout. These structures thus provide
insight into SarA-mediated transcription regulation.

We determined the crystal structure of full-length SarA (125
residues) from S. aureus strain DB by multiple-wavelength anom-
alous dispersion (MAD). Notably, on cryo-protection and freezing,
crystals of SarA changed space group from P212121 to P21212 (Table 1),
and the diffraction limit increased from about 3.0 AÊ to beyond
2.5 AÊ . The structure of SarA (Fig. 1a) has a new protein fold as
ascertained by searches with the DALI server12. The SarA monomer
contains ®ve a-helices, a short b-hairpin and a long C-terminal
loop (C-loop). The topology is a1, (residues 10±30); a2, (residues
32±40); a3, (residues 44±56); b1, (residues 62±64); b2, (residues
68±70); a4A, (residues 74±94); a4B, (residues 97±103); and the
C-loop, (residues 104±121). Two notable features are the protrusion
of the b-hairpin and the C-loop from opposite ends of the mono-
mer and the irregular conformation of helix a4B, which immedi-
ately precedes the C-loop (Fig. 1a). We only observed weak density
for residues 116±121, which are located at the very end of the
C-loop. These residues are not present in functional SarA protein

from some S. aureus strains, suggesting that they are dispensable for
function13.

The physiologically relevant SarA dimer11 is readily identi®ed in
the structure (Fig. 1a). The formation of this dimer leads to the
creation of a hydrophobic core forged mainly from extensive
contacts between a1 and a19 (where the prime indicates the other
subunit), which pack in an antiparallel fashion. This extensive
dimerization interface buries 720 AÊ 2 of accessible surface area per
monomer and remains essentially unchanged in the protein±DNA
complex. The contribution of Phe 80 to the nonpolar core of
the dimer is notable, as it is the sole hydrophobic residue found
on a4A, which provides a critical hydrophobic attachment point for
anchoring this helix to the rest of the protein. In addition to this
contact, a salt bridge between residues Glu 29 from a1 and Lys 83
from a4A provides a second contact point between a4A and the
body of the protein.

The b-hairpin and C-loop, which project out from opposite ends
of the protein, are tethered to the core by few contacts (Fig. 1a). The
C-loop is anchored by residues 111±116, which loop back and pack
against the amino terminus and residues from a1 of the same
subunit. The b-hairpin is fastened to the body of the protein by
stacking interactions between b-hairpin residue Tyr 62 and core
residues, Phe 30 and Phe 80, and a hydrogen bond between b-
hairpin residue Gln 64 and Tyr 92 from a4A. The main stabilization
of these extended structures, however, is from crystal packing
contacts in which the b-hairpin of one subunit packs against the
C-loop of another subunit in the crystal. Such ordering is consistent
with the marked increase in diffraction observed when data are
collected under cryo-conditions, which may serve to `freeze out' a
speci®c conformation.

Examination of the SarA structure reveals no known DNA-
binding motif or obvious DNA-binding pocket, with the possible
exception of an unusual cleft that is formed at the dimer interface.
This shallow cavity is formed by the a1 and a19 helices, which
would form the base, and the a4A and a4A9 helices, which would
form the sides (Fig. 1a). However, attempts to model a fragment of
duplex B-DNA into this cleft were unsuccessful as the cleft is too
narrow. We therefore used co-crystallization studies to determine
the mechanism of DNA binding by SarA. Because there is no known
SarA DNA consensus site, we carried out co-crystallization trials of
SarA with numerous deoxynucleotides that encompassed the AT-
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Figure 2 SarA inducible regions. a, Superimposed SarA monomers of the DNA-bound

and apo protein. The core region is blue and the inducible regions are yellow and magenta

for the apo and DNA bound proteins, respectively. The hinge is labelled. b, Conformational
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Table 1 SarA and SarA-DNA crystallographic data

SarA
l1 l2 l3 l4

l 0.9798 0.9795 0.9250 1.0630
No. of total re¯ections 22,932 22,878 23,121 21,507
No. of unique re¯ections 5,757 5,763 5,740 5,660
Per cent complete 90.4 90.5 90.0 89.1
Rsym (%)* 8.5 8.7 8.7 8.2
I/j(I ) 4.7 5.0 4.9 4.9
Phasing power² 1.84/1.14 1.82/2.34 0.43/1.69
Rcullis³ 0.605 0.625 0.798
Figure of merit§ 0.688

Re®nement
Resolution limit (AÊ ) 2.5
R/Rfree (%)k 19.9/26.7

r.m.s. deviation
Bond angles (8) 2.10
Bond lengths (AÊ ) 0.013
B values (AÊ 2) 4.09

.............................................................................................................................................................................

SarA±DNA
Native Thimerosal

Resolution 2.95 3.5
No. of total re¯ections 14,850 10,297
No. of unique re¯ections 10,951 8,623
Per cent complete 89 80
Rsym (%)* 7.8 10.8
I/j(I ) 6.5 4.5
Phasing power² 1.99
Rcullis³ 0.505
§ Figure of merit 0.408

Re®nement
Resolution range 10.0±2.95
R/Rfree (%)k 22.0/30.8

r.m.s. deviation
Bond angles (8) 1.98
Bond lengths (AÊ ) 0.011
B values (AÊ 2) 4.12

.............................................................................................................................................................................

* Rsym � SjIo 2 hIijIo, where Io is the observed intensity and hIi is the average intensity obtained from
multiple observations of symmetry related re¯ections.
² Phasing power � r:m:s:�jFhj=E�, where |Fh| is the heavy atom structure factor amplitude and E is
residual lack of closure error.
³ Rcullis � SjjFh:obsj2 jFh:calcjj=SjFh:obsj for centric re¯ections where |Fh.obs| is the observed heavy atom
structure factor amplitudes and |Fh.calc| is the calculated heavy atom structure factor amplitude.
§ Figure of merit � hjSP�a�eia=SP�a�j, where a is the phase and P(a) is the phase probability
distribution.
kR � SjjFobsj2 jFcalc jj=SjFobsj. The lower resolution limit of re®nement for all structures was 10.0 AÊ

and Rfree � SjjFobs j2 jFcalc jj=SjFobsj; where all re¯ections belong to a test set of 10% randomly
selected data.
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rich heptad repeat (AGTTAAG) located within the agr promoter4.
Synthetic DNA containing multiple heptad repeats was shown to
bind SarA and could be used to purify the protein from S. aureus
extracts9. Because the minimal SarA-binding site is unclear, we used
deoxyoligonucleotides duplexes ranging from 7 to 42 bp (base
pairs). Data quality crystals were obtained only with an 8-bp
duplex (8-mer) with 59A and T overhangs, (59AGTTAAGA39)×
(39CAATTCTT59).

We determined the structure of the full-length SarA±8-mer
complex by single isomorphous replacement, which uses phases
from a thimerosal derivatization of the highly reactive cysteine,
Cys 9 (Table 1). Individual substitution of each thymine with 5-
iodouracil failed to reveal any iodine sites, indicating that the DNA
was disordered. Despite this disorder, clear electron density was
observed for the phosphodiester backbone of 6 bp and the 39
nucleotide at the end of each strand, as well as the SarA dimer
(Fig. 1b).

Comparison of the SarA structure of the DNA bound form with
that of the apo form shows that the four-helix core region, a1, a2,
a3 and a4A, are essentially identical with root mean square (r.m.s.)
deviations of 0.6 AÊ for the corresponding Ca atoms of residues 10±
45 and 76±90 (Fig. 2a). However, the extended regions comprised of
the b-hairpin and C-loop regions, which lie on either side of a4A,
have undergone marked conformational changes. Because of their
obvious structural ¯exibility, we called these the `inducible regions'
(Fig. 2a). Structural changes in inducible region 1 include the
conversions of b2 of the b-hairpin and ®ve additional residues
(71±75) to a helical conformation, which extend a4A by three
turns at its N terminus (Fig. 2a, b). Structural changes in inducible
region 2 involve the incorporation of residues 103±114 of the C-
loop and residues 94±95 into helix a4B, which increases to six full
turns. The net result of these large conformational changes is the
formation of an extended and distorted a-helix 4 (residues 67±
114), which thoroughly encases the DNA. The main distortion in
a4 occurs at residues 91±93, which seem to act as a ¯exible hinge
that allows the a4B helices to re-orient and encase the DNA, a
process impossible with a single, long helix. Such ¯exibility is
consistent with the different orientations of these `gripper helices'
in each monomer, whereby one is more proximal and the other
more distal to the DNA (Fig. 1b). The inducible regions seem to
undergo their structural transitions to avoid C-loop±DNA steric
clash and to maximize electrostatic and hydrophobic interactions
with the DNA.

The DNA is bound in the long channel between a4A and a4A9
and the helices of the inducible regions of the SarA dimer (Figs 1b
and 2b). As noted, this pocket is too narrow to accommodate a
duplex B-DNA structure. Instead the DNA adopts an unusual
conformation that is highly overwound and marked by a very

narrow minor groove. In contrast to canonical B-DNA, which has
an average helical twist of 34.38, a minor-groove width of 5.7 AÊ and
10.5 bp per turn, the SarA-bound DNA displays an average helical
twist of 41.88, a minor-groove width of 2.8 AÊ and 8.6 bp per turn
(Fig. 3)14. Notably, there is a similar DNA conformation in ®bre
diffraction studies on DNA with AT and AATT repeats15,16. This
DNA, called D-DNA, is also characterized by an extremely narrow
minor groove (1.7 AÊ ), a large helical twist of 44.88 and an over-
wound helix with 8 bp per turn (Fig. 3). Fibre diffraction studies on
such AT-rich repeats show that these polymers do not adopt or
transit through the A-DNA conformation, and polymers of (dA-
dA-dT) X (dA-dT-dT) adopt only a B-DNA or D-DNA conforma-
tion depending on the environment. Speci®cally, divalent cations
and low humidity favour D-DNA15.

The `relaxed sequence' binding of SarA is consistent with the lack
of base-speci®c contacts observed in the SarA±DNA complex, and
suggests that indirect readout is the primary mode of DNA
recognition. SarA is anchored to the DNA by phosphate contacts
of residues from helices a1/a19 and a4A/a4A9. All contacts are
made to the minor groove of the DNA, which faces the protein. A
key set of SarA±phosphate contacts is provided by an extended
network of hydrogen bonds and ionic interactions at either end of
the dimer dyad consisting of P5±Tyr 18/Arg 84±Glu 119±Ca2+±P79

(Fig. 4). This network both requires and buttresses the narrow
minor groove, which is an intrinsic property of the D-DNA
conformation (Fig. 4)15.

In addition to these phosphate backbone contacts, SarA makes a
number of hydrophobic contacts to the DNA minor groove. These
interactions are made possible by the structural changes that allow
SarA to encase the DNA and which result in the creation of an
environment favouring D-DNA formation15. Speci®cally, there is a

Figure 3 Conformation of SarA-bound DNA. B-DNA, D-DNA and DNA from the SarA±DNA

complex are shown. Each 6-bp fragment is shown in the same orientation. We note the

extremely narrow minor groove and overwound helices of the D-DNA and SarA-bound

DNA structures, which are in sharp contrast to those B-DNA conformational features.

Carbon, nitrogen, oxygen and phosphorous atoms are coloured white, blue, red and

yellow, respectively.

Figure 4 SarA±DNA contacts. One end of the network of protein±DNA interactions that

stabilize the narrow minor groove. The side chains of Tyr 18, Met 15, Arg 84, Glu 119 and

Met 159 and the DNA are shown as sticks; carbon (white), oxygen (red), nitrogen (blue),

sulphur (green) and phosphorus (yellow) atoms are also shown. The calcium ion is

depicted as a light blue sphere and interactions are shown as dashed lines. The six base

pairs and 39 nucleotide overhangs of the DNA duplex are labelled as in Methods. Figures 3

and 4 were made with GRASP29.
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large nonpolar face at the centre of the DNA-binding site created by
residues Met 15 and Met 159. These residues abut directly and
interact with the deoxyribose phosphate backbone of base pairs 5
and 6 and 59 and 69, respectively (Fig. 4). Furthermore, the a4A/a4B
hinge and the N terminus of a4B, including residues Val 92, Leu 93,
Ile 94, Leu 95 and Val 96, contribute to the hydrophobic environ-
ment of the binding pocket and may be potentially involved in van
der Waals contacts to the bases. Indeed, the side chain of Leu 95
from the DNA proximal gripper helix is close to Ade 5. More
extensive contacts with these aliphatic residues would require a
longer DNA site that is bent towards the protein.

Other residues of the a4B gripper helices are also likely to be
involved in binding longer DNA sites, which, given their ability to
adopt several orientations, could wrap around these sites. These
helices contain a highly positively charged face, comprising Lys 102,
Lys 103, Arg 110, Lys 113 and Arg 114, and their two-fold equiva-
lents, which line the far ends of the DNA-binding cleft and make
long-range electrostatic contacts to the DNA. The a4B helix is
highly analogous in structure, dynamics and function to the DNA-
binding regions of the basic leucine zipper and basic helix±loop±
helix proteins, as all three undergo a coil to helix transition on DNA
binding, and contain numerous basic residues involved, or probably
involved, in DNA binding17. The structures of SarA and the SarA±
DNA complex seem to have captured for the ®rst time the

conformational end states of a DNA-induced coil-to-helix folding
transition.

SarA both represses and activates transcription from different
promoters. Moreover, activation of the agr locus is only partially
responsible for the global effect of SarA on virulence gene
expression, as both sar-dependent repression of genes encoding
surface proteins and sar-dependent activation of genes encoding
exoproteins occur5±8. What could explain the basis for such an
apparent dichotomy in function? The SarA±DNA structure shows
the marked overwinding of the DNA binding site that results in a
signi®cant decrease in the number of base pairs per turn of helix.
This altered conformation could directly explain the observation
that SarA activates the agr P3 promoter, in which there are about 20
bp between the -35 and -10 boxes4, and represses transcription of
the collagen-binding protein gene (cna), where the 17-bp spacer
between -35 and -10 is optimal7. In the former site, the overtwisting
would reduce the -35/-10 spacer to 17 bp, and in the latter the
`optimal' spacer would shrink to 14 bp. However, the overall
regulatory effects of SarA are likely to be more complex, as indicated
by the ability of this protein to bind numerous DNA sites in the
S. aureus genome4±11. SarA, like the Escherichia coli proteins Fis, IHF
and HU, might therefore function as a global, architectural DNA-
binding protein that in¯uences DNA superhelicity and, in turn,
transcription in a manner dependent on binding-site position18±20.

SarA regulates virulence genes in a growth-phase-dependent
manner, a feature critical to the progression of infection in
S. aureus. Therefore, the temporal regulation of SarA binding
becomes critical. In this regard, we note that the sar locus encodes
three overlapping transcripts all of which encode the SarA protein.
Although these transcripts are initiated by different s-factors at
different times in the S. aureus life cycle, the total amount of SarA
protein seems to remain constant7. This suggests that the activity of
SarA is regulated by either its binding to other proteins or its post-
translational modi®cation. In support of the latter hypothesis, SarA
activity is signi®cantly reduced under oxygen-replete conditions21.
This is particularly intriguing because Cys 9, the single cysteine in
SarA, is highly reactive and is located in the DNA binding channel
(Fig. 2b). Oxidation of the thiol side chain to a sulphone or cysteic
acid would interfere directly with DNA binding.

Given the structural uniqueness and critical function of SarA in
S. aureus virulence, the structures described here provide scaffolds
from which to initiate the design of new and highly speci®c anti-
staphylococcal chemotherapeutics. M

Methods
SarA puri®cation and crystallization

We puri®ed full-length recombinant SarA from strain DB as described11. We grew 523 l of
bacteria to obtain enough protein to determine the structures of SarA and the SarA±DNA
complex. We grew crystals of SarA by hanging drop/vapour diffusion at 4 8C using the
protein at 10 mg ml-1 and a precipitant of 6% isopropanol, in 50 mM Tris, pH 7.6 and
10 mM MgCl2. We characterized the space group at room temperature as orthorhombic,
P212121 with a = 44.8 AÊ , b = 84.4 AÊ , c = 141 AÊ ; however, at room temperature the crystals
decay rapidly. Only glycerol worked as a cryoprotectant, yet typically produced a large
increase in mosaic spread (0.38 to , 2.28). Cryoprotection extends the diffraction limit
from 3.0 AÊ to beyond 2.5 AÊ resolution and, notably, changes the space group to P21212 with
a = 44.8 AÊ , b = 84.4 AÊ , c = 27.6 AÊ . The cryoprotected crystals contain a monomer per
asymmetric unit and a solvent content of 25%.

Structure determination and re®nement

We determined the structure by MAD22, as individual frozen crystals display severe
nonisomorphism. Because the wild-type protein contains only one methionine, a mutant,
L95M, was constructed and selenomethionine L95M SarA was puri®ed and isomor-
phously crystallized. We collected MAD data at the Stanford synchrotron radiation
laboratory at line 1±5 using an ADSC 180 mm charged coupled device (CCD) detector.
We processed the data with MOSFLM23. Only one site, corresponding to Met 95, was
located in Patterson maps; the second site was found by difference Fourier techniques.

We re®ned the selenium atomic positions by treating the data as a special case of MIR24.
The resulting map revealed clear density for helices and the b-hairpin. Model building25

was aided by phase combination. We re®ned the structure with TNT26. Although the data
extend beyond 2.5 AÊ resolution, the re®nement was limited to 2.5 AÊ owing to problems

Figure 5 2Fobs - Fcalc omit electron density maps in which the DNA has been omitted.

a, View of the omitted electron density map showing the region about the bases and

phosphodiester backbone of nucleotides 5±7. b, View of the omitted electron density map

highlighting the very close approach of the phosphodiester backbones across the minor

groove. Both a and b are contoured at 1.2s. The DNA is depicted as sticks, in which

carbon, nitrogen, oxygen and phosphorous atoms are coloured yellow, blue, red and

orange, respectively.
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with the crystal mosaicity and anisotropy of the data. The current structure consists of
residues 2±121 and 82 waters with 92% of the residues in favoured regions of the
Ramachandran plot, 6% in generously allowed regions and 2% in unfavoured regions27.
Residues Ile 104 and Ala 118 are the two outliers; Ile 104 lies in the tight turn between a4B
and the C-loop; and Ala 118 has weak density along with residues 116±121

Crystallization of the SarA±DNA complex

We used a number of deoxyoligonucleotides in crystallization trials with SarA, and only
those with an 8-mer duplex yielded data-quality crystals. We grew these crystals using
hanging drop/vapour diffusion with a crystallization solution of 25% PEG 8000, 200 mM
CaCl2, 100 mM cacodylate, pH 6.5. They are monoclinic, space group P21, with a = 54.5 AÊ ,
b = 65.2 AÊ , c = 57.8 AÊ and b = 118.08 and contain one SarA dimer and 8-mer duplex per
asymmetric unit. All data were collected at room temperature with an ADSC multiwire
area detector28 and a RIGAKU RU200-H rotating anode X-ray generator with graphite
monochromator operating at 40 kV and 150 mA.

Structure determination and re®nement

Because of DNA disorder, iodinated deoxyoligonucleotides failed as derivatives, therefore
phases were derived from a thimerosal derivative in conjunction with twofold averaging
and solvent ¯attening24. Density was evident for the a1 and a4A helices and the backbone
of helices a2 and a3. However, in averaged maps, the density for a4B was smeared and
subsequently phase-combined; unaveraged maps revealed different orientations of these
helices. The density for the phosphate backbone of 6 bp in the centre of the DNA-binding
channel was also evident (Fig. 5). Good electron density was also observed for the bases but
their identities were ambiguous and therefore, ®tted with alternating A×T base pairs
(59-A1T2A3T4A5T6A7-39). We then subjected the structure to positional and tightly
restrained B-factor re®nement26. The current model includes residues 2±113 of one
subunit and 2±121 of the other, and a 6-bp duplex with 39-adenylate nucleotide
overhangs. Analysis of the Ramachandran plot shows that 94% of the residues are in the
most favoured regions, 5.5% in generously allowed regions and 0.5% in unfavoured
regions (Phe 30 from one subunit is the outlier)27. Two large solvent peaks were located in
the DNA minor-groove binding site. Their thermal parameters indicated that they are
Ca2+ ions, which is consistent with the observation that either magnesium or calcium is
required for crystallization of the SarA±DNA complex. Residual density in the DNA-
binding channel indicates additional disordered DNA in the binding site. Although the
gripper helices a4B and a4B9 take different orientations, residues 5±95 of each subunit
overlay with r.m.s. deviations of 0.55 AÊ .
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Virtually all cells in all eukaryotic organisms express ion channels
of the ClC type, the only known molecular family of chloride-ion-
selective channels. The diversity of ClC channels highlights the
multitude and range of functions served by gated chloride-ion
conduction in biological membranes, such as controlling electri-
cal excitability in skeletal muscle, maintaining systemic blood
pressure, acidifying endosomal compartments, and regulating
electrical responses of GABA (g-aminobutyric acid)-containing
interneurons in the central nervous system1. Previously, we
expressed and puri®ed a prokaryotic ClC channel homologue2.
Here we report the formation of two-dimensional crystals of this
ClC channel protein reconstituted into phospholipid bilayer
membranes. Cryo-electron microscopic analysis of these crystals
yields a projection structure at 6.5 AÊ resolution, which shows
off-axis water-®lled pores within the dimeric channel complex.

Of the approximately ten ClC isoforms found in eukaryotes, the
muscle subtypes ClC-0 and ClC-1 are by far the most thoroughly
studied. These voltage-gated channels are homodimers of polypep-
tides with a relative molecular mass of 90,000 that contain 10±12
putative transmembrane segments3. Detailed single-channel analy-
sis indicates that these channels are double-barrelled homodimers
in which the functional dimer contains two identical pores devoid of
axial symmetry, each with its own voltage-dependent gate4±8. It is
not known, however, whether this unusual molecular architecture
applies to all ClC channels or only to the muscle subfamily. More-
over, this picture is not universally accepted; recently, a conventional
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Biodegradation of crude oil by bacterial activityÐwhich has
occurred in the majority of the Earth's oil reserves1Ðis known
to reduce greatly the quality of petroleum in reservoirs2. For
economically successful prospecting for oil, it is therefore impor-
tant to understand the processes and conditions in geological
formations that lead to oil biodegradation. Although recent
studies speculate that bacterial activity can potentially occur up
to temperatures as high as 150 8C (refs 3, 4), it is generally accepted
that effective petroleum biodegradation over geological time-
scales generally occurs in reservoirs with temperatures below
80 8C (ref. 2). This appears, however, to be at odds with the
observation that non-degraded oils can still be found in reservoirs
below this temperature. Here we compile data regarding the
extent of oil biodegradation in several oil reservoirs, and ®nd
that the extensive occurrence of non-biodegraded oil in shallow,
cool basins is restricted to those that have been uplifted from
deeper, hotter regions of the Earth. We suggest that these petro-
leum reservoirs were sterilized by heating to a temperature
around 80±90 8C during deep burial, inactivating hydrocarbon-
degrading organisms that occur in the deep biosphere. Even when
such reservoirs are subsequently uplifted to much cooler regions
and ®lled with oil, degradation does not occur, implying that
the sterilized sediments are not recolonized by hydrocarbon-
degrading bacteria.

Biodegradation of oil leads to a systematic decrease in paraf®n
content and an increase in oil density, sulphur content, acidity and
viscosity2, with negative economic consequences for oil production
and re®ning operations. So prediction of the degree of biodegrada-
tion of oil is important for assessing the risk of ®nding degraded oils
in an exploration target before drilling. The details and rates of the
processes involved in crude-oil degradation are still poorly under-
stood, but the central role of bacteria in subsurface petroleum
degradation is accepted. Although there is abundant evidence for

the presence of active bacteria deep (.1 km) in the Earth's crust3,5±7,
and a view among biologists that life in deep sediments may occur
even up to 150 8C (refs 3, 4), there is a general view today among
petroleum geoscientists that biodegradation in reservoirs ceases
around 75±80 8C (refs 2, 8) in the zone of thermophilic organisms.

Hyperthermophilic organisms grow best above 80 8C, and have
been reported to live at temperatures of up to 113 8C (ref. 9), but
often display no growth below 60 8C (ref. 4). Most reports of
hyperthermophilic activity are limited to environments rich in
reduced electron donors, electron acceptors and inorganic nutrients
necessary for biosynthesisÐenvironments typically associated with
shallow sediment or near-surface hydrothermal activity10, where
high levels of metabolic activity can be supported. Although
petroleum reservoirs are rich in reduced organic electron donors
(hydrocarbons), most petroleum reservoirs and deep aquifers are
nutrient depleted11 and recent studies indicate that biodegradation
of petroleum in deep reservoirs is occurring at very slow net
rates, typically consuming around 10-6 mmol oil per litre per day
(ref. 12). These are similar to the respiration rates suggested for
other deep sediments, and several orders of magnitude slower than
respiration rates in anaerobic laboratory or near-surface sediment
environments11,13,14. As electron donor (oil) supply is not limiting,
degradation is presumably nutrient limited. Under these stressed,
nutrient-limited conditions, it is unlikely that the temperature
extremes survived by organisms in nutrient-rich hydrothermal
environments are relevant. Furthermore, the empirical upper tem-
perature limit of 80 8C observed for petroleum biodegradation in
deep reservoirs is considerably lower than temperatures quoted for
the denaturation and decomposition of many bacterial and archaeal
proteins and nucleic acids9,15; this implies that active hyperthermo-
philic hydrocarbon-degraders are probably not present in petro-
leum reservoirs. Indeed, the single report of a hyperthermophilic
archaeon that grew in enrichment cultures with crude oil as sole
source of carbon16 did not provide unequivocal evidence that the
hyperthermophiles isolated could degrade hydrocarbons.

Although the occurrence of hyperthermophiles in petroleum
reservoirs is now well documented17±21, only four isolates capable
of growth at greater than 90 8C have been reported16±19. In the most
extreme of these cases (growth at 102 8C), evidence was presented
that suggested that the organisms concerned may have originated
from hydrothermal vent systems and were introduced with injected
sea water16. The other cases where hyperthermophiles have been
isolated are also sea-water-¯ooded reservoirs19. For the most part,
microbial enrichments from petroleum reservoir samples con-
ducted at temperatures above 85 8C have been unsuccessful19,21,
with increasing success of enrichment cultures with decreasing
growth temperature (reaching 77% (n � 26) at temperatures
below 60 8C)19. We also note that the only thermophilic anaerobic
bacterium for which hydrocarbon degradation has been unequi-
vocally demonstrated (an anaerobic sulphate-reducer) has an opti-
mum growth temperature of only 60 8C (ref. 22). It has also been
found that enrichment cultures supplied with crude oil as the sole
source of organic carbon at temperatures greater than 85 8C failed to
produce cultures of putative hydrocarbon-degrading Archaea
although hyperthermophiles that grow at temperatures up to
102 8C could be isolated16. Taken together, data from most reports
of Bacteria and Archaea isolated from petroleum reservoirs support
the notion that the organisms which inhabit these reservoirs do not
thrive in the upper temperature ranges for hyperthermophiles (up
to 113 8C), and show little indication of hydrocarbon degrading
capacity above 80 8C. We realize, however, that any interpretation
must be viewed cautiously (as most reports provide little informa-
tion on failed enrichments, and recent experience in de®ning the
limits of life warn of inherent dif®culty in de®nitively excluding life
processes from even severe environments).

Biodegraded oils are common in cool (,80 8C), shallow reser-
voirs in currently subsiding basins such as those in the North Sea,
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the Gulf of Mexico and the Niger delta, or where very near surface
exposure of oil occursÐas with tar sands1 or oil seeps. However,
some cool, shallow reservoirs contain non-degraded petroleum, and
these are of particular interest for petroleum exploration because of
their greater commercial value and ease of exploitation. In our
experience, such non-degraded shallow oils are chie¯y found either
in reservoirs with a very recent oil charge or, more interestingly, in
reservoirs that have been uplifted from their maximum burial
depth. Examples of basins containing light non-degraded oils in
currently shallow cool reservoirs that have been exposed to sub-
stantially higher temperatures in the past occur in the Barents Sea
(Norway), Wessex and East Midlands basins (UK), Michigan, San
Juan, Anadarko and Illinois basins (USA), Murzuk basin (Libya),
Zagros folded zone (Iraq), Cooper-Eromanga basins (Australia)
and the Papua fold and thrust belt (see Supplementary Informa-
tion). Although late oil recharge into these uplifted reservoirs may
explain the observed low levels of net biodegradation, we consider
this process unlikely to have been signi®cant in most cases. This is
because the hydrocarbon-generating source rocks cool when the
basins are uplifted, and primary oil charging ceases.

Comparison of levels of biodegradation in similar petroleum
systems that have very different reservoir temperature histories
before oil charging indicates that uplifted and continuously sub-
siding basins show quite different biodegradation characteristics
(Fig. 1). In the uplifted Barents Sea (Norway) and Wessex (UK)
basins, oils are currently found in reservoirs over depth ranges of
1,000±2,000 m and 500±1,600 m, respectively, with some of these
oils being found at temperatures below 40 8C. These oils are
uniformly non-degraded (Fig. 2). In contrast, oils in the currently
subsiding Viking graben found in reservoirs between 1,000 and
2,000 m depth show variable pristane/n-heptadecane ratios ranging
from ,1.0 (non-degraded) to over 10 (Fig. 2). This indicates a wide
range of degradation, related to the relative timing of fresh oil
charge, and variable remixing of fresh and degraded oils in the
reservoirs8,23. All three petroleum systems are similar in that the
source rocks are Jurassic marine shales of similar mineralogy, with

similar type II kerogen source organic matter (Draupne
Formation24, Hekkingen Formation25 and the Lias26) producing
broadly similar initial gross oil compositions in the reservoirs.

The Viking graben reservoirs have had a relatively continuous
subsidence history, marked by only minor uplift events. All the
reservoirs are at present at maximum temperature, and the reservoir
temperature in these shallow degraded Tertiary reservoirs has never
exceeded 80 8C (ref. 27). Basin modelling indicates that oil charging
of the traps occurred from the Late Cretaceous, but most traps have
had oil charges as recent as 5 Myr ago (ref. 28). Generally well
de®ned trends of depth versus degradation observed regionally in
the Viking graben8 suggest that degradation has occurred close to
current reservoir depths. Figure 2 also shows data for oils from
Jurassic reservoirs in the Tampen Spur area of the North Sea which
contain essentially the same type of oil as found in the Tertiary
reservoirs of the Viking graben but are at their maximum depths of
greater than 2,000 m and at temperatures of over 80 8C. These oils
are non-degraded.

The reservoirs in the Barents Sea and Wessex basins have had a
more turbulent burial history, including extensive uplift. In the case
of the Barents Sea, major oil charging occurred in the Cretaceous
followed by uplift of the reservoirs by .1.5±2 km in the early
Tertiary25,28. Maximum temperatures experienced by the currently
shallowest reservoirs were around 85 8C, with the deeper reservoirs
encountering higher temperatures. The Wessex basin has a similar
history. Oil charging from the Lias occurred in the Cretaceous26, and
was followed in late Cretaceous time by uplift of approximately
2 km (refs 29, 30). None of the reservoired oils at the Wytch Farm or
Kimmeridge Bay oil®elds in this basin show any signs of degrada-
tion, despite the oils being in cool reservoirs as shallow as 500 m.
Maximum temperatures of the reservoirs at Wytch Farm and
Kimmeridge Bay oil®elds are indicated to have been around
100 8C and 90 8C (ref. 29) respectively. It is probable that the current
oil charge at Wytch Farm has been there since the Cretaceous26, and
that at Kimmeridge Bay oil®eld since soon after the Tertiary uplift30.

Accordingly, reservoir sequences that have been exposed to
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Figure 1 Comparison of continuously subsiding and uplifted sedimentary basins. The

former are represented by the Viking graben, Tampen Spur and North Sea basins, and the

latter by the Barents Sea and Wessex basins. Charts show schematic burial history (top),

reservoir temperature history (middle), and petroleum system events (bottom), illustrating

key differences with respect to biodegradation in petroleum reservoirs. Biodegradation of
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exceeding 80 8C (`palaeosterilization') before oil charging.
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temperatures in excess of ,90 8C before the current oil charge seem
to be no longer capable of supporting petroleum biodegradation,
even though the reservoir is far from chemical equilibrium and thus
chemical energy to support life is present (that is, both hydrocar-
bons and potential oxidants including excess water13 coexist). It
seems most unlikely that all of the Triassic to Upper Jurassic ¯uvial
to marine reservoir sediment systems of the Wessex and Barents Sea
basins were devoid of hydrocarbon-degrading bacteria initially,
because comparable reservoir settings in the Viking graben do
have degraded oils. We suggest that the uplifted reservoirs do not
contain degraded oils because the hydrocarbon-degrading bacteria
of the reservoirs were inactivated by deep burial before the oil charge
enteredÐ`palaeosterilization'.

It now seems likely that most sediments cooler than the maxi-
mum temperature boundary of the deep biosphere contain micro-
organisms3,7,31. If `palaeosterilization' occurs, it appears that once
destroyed, effective bacterial and archaeal communities (or at the
very least hydrocarbon-degrading bacterial and archaeal commu-
nities) are not re-established in deep reservoirs. This is true even in
the Wessex and Barents Sea basins that had large surface exposure of
terrains ostensibly suitable for recharge of meteoric waters, nutri-
ents and microorganisms. These observations indicate that both
surface recharge of ¯uids or organisms, and migration of organisms
in the deep subsurface environment of petroleum basins, may be
insigni®cant. Thus, in deep reservoirs where degradation does
occur, microorganisms must have already been in place during
slow burial, and have survived and probably evolved on geological
timescales. This implies that the microbial ¯ora of deep reservoirs
may be isolated biospheres, descendants of ancient lineages
responding in an isolated manner to evolution over millions of
years, as suggested for other sediments31.

Our reservoir palaeo-temperature estimates suggest that the base
of the hydrocarbon-degrading biosphere is at temperatures lower
than 90 8C, in agreement with much oil®eld data and the empirical

rule used by petroleum geologists that biodegraded oils are only
found in reservoirs cooler than 80 8C. Our proposed `palaeo-
sterilization' model does not provide information before drilling
about the degree of oil biodegradation to be expected in continu-
ously subsiding basins. However, it does explain extensive, shallow
occurrences of non-degraded oil in many uplifted reservoirs that are
at equal or lower temperatures than those at which degraded oils
are found in other basins (see Supplementary Information). This
simple model, if further validated, implies that some very shallow
reservoirs, which have been avoided because of the risk of petroleum
biodegradation, would now represent much lower risk, low cost,
exploration targets if they have been buried to temperatures in
excess of ,80±90 8C. M
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Characteristic features of many porphyritic andesite and dacite
lavas are that they are rich in crystals and display a range of
disequilibrium features, including reversely zoned crystals,
resorption surfaces, wide ranges of mineral compositions and
minerals which are not in equilibrium with the surrounding rock
matrix. These features are often interpreted as evidence of the
mixing of magmas of contrasting composition, temperature and
origin1,2. Here, however, we propose that such features can also be
caused by convection within a magma body with a single compo-
sition, that is heated from below and cooled from above. We
describe petrological observations of andesite lava erupted at the
SoufrieÁre Hills volcano, Montserrat, which indicate a heating
event and the intermingling of crystals that have very different
thermal histories. We present experimental data on a representa-
tive groundmass composition of this lava, which indicate that it is
dif®cult to explain the calcic compositions of plagioclase over-
growth rims and microphenocrysts unless parts of the magma
were at temperatures much higher than the inferred average
temperature. The concept of convective self-mixing allows us to
explain the occurrence of compositions of minerals that appar-
ently cannot coexist under equilibrium conditions.

Here we summarize key features of the petrology of the SoufrieÁre
Hills andesite3,4, and present new experimental data which further
constrains magma genesis. The lava contains 45±55% phenocrysts
of plagioclase, hornblende, orthopyroxene, oxide and minor quartz,
and microphenocrysts (crystals 100 to 300 mm in length) of plagio-
clase, clinopyroxene, orthopyroxene and oxide. Variable amounts of
microlites (,100 mm in length) are set in a high-silica rhyolitic
glass. There are abundant features of disequilibrium and mixing of
crystals with contrasted thermal histories. Plagioclases in particular
have complex and variable zoning patterns, as is typical of calc-
alkaline andesites5,6. Some plagioclase phenocrysts have strongly
resorbed sieve-textured zones and rims 30±150 mm in thickness of
more calcic composition (65±80% anorthite; An65±80) in compari-
son to cores (An48±58). Some orthopyroxenes have thin overgrowth
rims (up to 25 mm) with high Ca content, a feature consistent with
crystallization from higher-temperature magma than the core4.
Hornblendes range from euhedral, to slightly resorbed, to those
completely pseudomorphed by coarse pyroxene±plagioclase±oxide
intergrowths3,4. Quartz crystals range from those with resorbed
outlines to those with clinopyroxene reaction rims. All variants of
texture and mineral composition can be observed in a single thin
section. Microphenocrysts of plagioclase vary widely in composition

(cores of An48±80, rims of An52±75) with most being more calcic than
the phenocryst cores4. Groundmass plagioclase microlites are char-
acteristically more sodic (An40±75) than either overgrowth rims or
microphenocrysts.

Figure 1a shows a phase diagram of a representative melt
composition of the rhyolitic groundmass found in the andesitic
Montserrat bulk composition7. The diagram, contoured in An
content of plagioclase, illustrates the dif®culties of reconciling the
observed mineralogy and textures with a simple magmatic evolu-
tion. Core compositions of the phenocrysts and the overall stability
of amphibole are consistent with magma temperatures in the 840 to
870 8C range at pH2O � 120 to 140 MPa (refs 9 and 7). Water
contents of melt inclusions are estimated to be 4±5 wt%, consistent
with water partial pressures of 115±130 MPa (ref. 7). The experi-
mental data (Fig. 1) indicate that the overgrowth rims on plagio-
clase phenocrysts and microphenocrysts are too calcic to be formed
at the inferred magma temperatures, despite the fact that the
estimated groundmass composition is relatively calcium-rich.
Calcic plagioclase compositions also cannot be explained by iso-
thermal decompression, because plagioclase compositions become
increasingly sodic at lower pH2O values. Thus, we conclude that calcic
plagioclase overgrowth rims and microlites (.An60) formed at
substantially higher temperatures (900±1,000 8C) and at still ele-
vated pH2O

values (.100 MPa). These inferences are consistent with
evidence of high-temperature crystallization, up to 970 8C, such as
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Figure 1 Pressure±temperature diagrams to show conditions of SoufrieÁ re Hills magma.

a, Experimentally derived phase diagram of Montserrat groundmass (aMon6a). The

composition was determined by averaging 200 rastered electron-probe analyses of the

groundmass. Experiments were run in rapid-quench cold-seal pressure vessels and were

water-saturated. Black squares denote experimental conditions; dashed lines denote the

boundaries of given phases (plagioclase, quartz, amphibole); solid lines denote contours

of plagioclase feldspar anorthite content. All experiments were saturated in clinopyroxene

and magnetite. b, Schematic diagram of proposed pressure±temperature history of

Montserrat magma before eruption. pH2O
, partial pressure of water.
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